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Welcome
Picture for a moment what it would be like to create a money-making product at the
drop of a hat.
Now, picture doing that with someone else’s product.
For some people that probably sounds like something that’s impossible to do.
Truth is, it’s a lot easier than you think, and it has two great benefits.
One, you’re not looking at a blank screen when it comes to creating your product.
(Don’t know if you’ve ever been there, but it’s not a nice place.)
And two, you’re pigging backing on someone else’s work.
(Because chances are good the product creator put money or research to see if
anyone wanted what they’ve created. - So, you know there’s a market for your
product before you start.)
“That’s all good and well,” you say, “But my Spidey sense is still tingling. That
sounds too good to be true.”
I understand your doubt.
As someone who paid a small fortune to more Internet marketing ‘gobshites’ than I
can remember, and got content that was as nourishing as candy floss, I know what
it’s like to be lied to.
This report is different.
Now only will I show you easy ways you to make money from other people’s time,
efforts, and products, but I’m going to show you how I did it using some of the
methods in the page of this report.
You’ll discover...
-

How to use other people’s hard work to make a money-making product.
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-

How to create and make money selling software tutorials.
How to package products to your own one making any products you sell even
more appealing.

Plus, I’ll show you how I’d tackle or have used some of these ideas I’m about to
show you.
Sound good?
Keep reading to get to all the goodies….
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While this method isn’t exactly using someone else’s product, it is using something
that you don’t own or control.
What is it?
It’s using someone else’s blog, site, or content.
Now, before we go any further I’m not saying that you hit ‘Ctrl + C’ and copy the
complete content of a blog and put it in a PDF document and then sell it. - Although
there are more than few that would do that.
No, what I’m talking about is using the research that that person has put in on their
site and piggybacking off of it.
So, if you find a popular blog that mentions ten sites that are great for creating social
media content, another site that mentions a free way to automate social media
images, and finally another one that shows how to resize all that content in one go,
then you’ve got a money-making product on your hands.
Who wouldn’t want to know how to create, resize, and possibly automate all that
content for free on their social media platforms? I know I would.
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Your Action Plan
While the content on the site may be useful, it’s not the site’s content you’re looking
for, instead what you’re looking for are the websites, resources, and links that take
you to those places. - Those are more valuable.
Once you arrive there, you can create your own screen grab ‘step by step’ process.
A summary of what each site does in your own words and from your own experience
using it. Or simply add it’s link to a list style handout you can either sell or give away.
So from using someone else’s research, you can create…
-

A PDF with screen grab images.
A video training course on how to use the site, software, or resource
A simple shopping list printout.

...and all products you can sell with your own unique voice or spin to it.
Sound difficult?
This technique alone could have you up and selling by the end of the week.
And the larger the resource pool you put together, the more helpful it’s going to be to
your buyers and the less chance you’ll have of creating a product that looks like
anyone else’s.

How I Would Do It
One website I love to drop by from time to time is https://listoffreeware.com/.
Not only do the owners put in the hard work of hunting down all the best freeware
software, but they kindly put them into any easy to search database for you.
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Today, as I’m looking at the site, they’ve got a lot of Coronavirus type software and
tools that they’ve listed on the front page of their site.
Which, if I had the time to do and was interested in doing, I would take a note of
every resource and do any of the things I’ve discussed earlier.
I could easily write up a quick ebook, using links, screen grabs, and summaries on
each link, or just list that information on one page (create a PDF document) and then
go to a site like WarriorPlus, or JVZoo and sell it to buyers there.
Can you picture a few payments coming into your PayPal account after doing that?
Sound complicated, or something you need more experience to do?

Tools You’ll Need
Time, and some screengrab software. - The one I use is ‘Ashampoo Snap 11’, which
you can pick up at the Ashampoo site here.
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While this might seem like something you can’t do, I can personally vouch that I’ve
used this method to make more than a few payments go into my PayPal account.
But before we get that far, let’s back it up a bit.
How is possible to make money from other people’s software?
Well for one, you’ve got software tutorials.
Ever hear of ‘The Dummy Guidebooks’?
For most of the software products they’ve got books on, I’d imagine you already get
a owners manual with the software you’ve purchased.
But maybe that manual isn’t as helpful as it could be?
Or maybe it’s so complicated that you give up reading it after the first ten pages?
Or maybe you only want to know one function of the software and you’ve got to
search through 600 pages to find it.
Ever been there?
You take the expensive digital camera home, look at the manual that’s included with
it, and it puts you off before you even take your first picture.
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Or if you do have a problem, there’s a good chance you’ll head over to
YouTube.com to find a solution to the problem you’re having.
We’ve all been there, right?
And that’s where you step in with your training solution.
It’s not the ‘Complete Guide To Photoshop’ with a thousand pages in it...it’s the ‘10
Functions Ever Photoshop User Needs To Know’ thirty-page ebook that can be read
in half an hour.
You see, what people want are ‘Baby step tutorials’ or ‘Give me the basics so that
I’m up and running in 10 minutes’ guidebooks.
That’s why you’re reading this report, right?
I could have strung this out over a three-hour video lesson filled with fluff, but I’d
imagine you’d be much happier to get through this quick read and be up and running
in a fraction of the time.
So do the people you want to help.

Your Action Plan
Firstly you’ve got to find some type of software that, A - you already know how to
use, or B - would enjoy learning to use.
The reason being, if you’re not fan of something like Photoshop, you’re never going
to stick with it long enough to make something that’s not only useful, but fun for you.
Most of us have worked in jobs solely for the money and hate every day of it. - Now’s
not the time to keep up that habit.
As the great Dan Meredeth would say, ‘It’s all about fun and profits.”
We’re looking to help people, have fun, and make money too.
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Hint - I wouldn’t have spent hours writing this report and making it all nice and tidy if I
didn’t enjoy this. So, I want the same for you too.
Now back to the software. What should you look for?
Well, for me, it’s always having that feeling of ‘Wow, that’s really clever.’ - ‘That’s
going to save me time.’ - ‘I didn’t know you could do that’ - as I’m either using a
piece of software or watching a random YouTube video.
That’s where everything starts with for me.
You might be different, but if something surprises you, or makes you want to run off
and try it out, that’s a really good place to start. Again, there’s nothing worse than
working on something you’ve no love for.
Now, if I know you as well as I know myself, your next thought is probably going to
be…. “I’m not an expert. Why would anyone buy anything with my name on it?”
You’re not the only one.
I’ve had that thought when I had a blog, when I created a kid’s picture book, when I
wrote romance fiction, when I created a video course, and on and on it went.
You’re always going to doubt yourself, you’re always going to think that the thing you
make is crap, and you’re always going to think that no one will pay money for
anything you create. It’s human nature.
We put other’s work on a pedestal and look down on our own. Weird, but true.
But, the only way you’re going to get better at a thing is to do the thing until you get
better at it. - It’s the ole practise, practice, practice advice we’ve all heard growing
up.
As for being an expert on a topic, let me put that myth to rest with a short story.
Once upon a time, Barry had his TV break down on the run-up to Christmas. He
knew it was broken, but not completely ready for the scrap heap. So he went to the
place of all knowledge, YouTube, and found a man that solved the problem by
warming up the TV with the help of a hairdryer. Excited to try it out, Barry got his
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wive’s hairdryer, warmed the TV up for fives minutes, and voila the TV came back
on.
Now, not once did I wonder if this man was an expert on TVs. Nor did I look for a
college degree, or letters after his name.
The fact that he seemed like an ordinary guy just like me, gave me the confidence
that I could do it too.
Same goes for your customers.
If they’ve got a problem all they're looking for is a solution.
They don’t care how stupid you are in any other area of your life, they just want their
problem solved.
And if you can do it, you’re an expert in their eyes. - Just the same as my TV guy
was an expert for helping me fix my TV.
You’re good enough to do this.
Now onto what I would do.

What I Would Do
In my case, this is something I already did and made money from, but I’ll walk you
through the process.
As I mentioned before, if you come across something that makes your life easier or
more productive than you’re off to a good start. - Again, follow the ‘that’s amazing’
thought you have when you see something in action.
In my own case, it was a Google Chrome extension called ‘Keywords Everywhere.’
Once you added this plugin to Chrome (it was free at the time), you could instantly
see how many searches were being done for a search term on Google.
The image below will explain it better.
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This honestly blew me away. As someone that paid a small fortune for keyword
tools, and then had to wait for them to load up. The fact that this was free (at the
time) and gave results in seconds and on any platform was amazing to me.
And so the thought went through my head, I’m sure others would love to know about
this. And if I can show them how to do keyword research for free I’m sure they’d love
it….especially beginners starting off.
At this point I could have simply emailed the link to my list and gone on my merry
way.
But would they use? And did they know how to use it properly?
It might get added to Chrome and left there not taken advantage of.
And what if they bought a keyword tool for hundreds of dollars and didn’t know there
was an easier and cheaper option out there?
Was I really helping them?
That thought led me to creating a video course built solely around the ‘Keywords
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Everywhere’ extension which I called….‘Keyword Research For Beginners.’
In the course, through a series of screen capture videos, I showed the baby steps of
adding the plugin, using the plugin to do keyword research on Amazon and Etsy, and
also dropped in do’s and dont’s and other advice on doing keyword research.
Nothing complicated, five videos if I can remember, and around an hour in total. And
that was it.
That ‘free’ plugin became a $27 video course. And all from a piece of software, I
didn’t own. And no one got ripped off in the process.
I helped my list save money and learn a money-making skill, and I also sent potential
customers to the creators of Keywords Everywhere.
And all I was was the middle man.
Does any of that sound complicated?
Beyond your ability?
Think you couldn’t record your desktop, make a series of videos explaining what
you’re doing, and put a sales letter up?
Then you’re already qualified, go do it.

Tool You’ll Need
A USB microphone (which you can pick up cheap on Amazon here) and screen
capture software. The one I recommend and use is Screencast O Matic here.
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Now, before I go further, this may be a little ahead of where you are right now, but
it’s worth keeping this idea in mind.
There’s nothing stopping you giving away other people’s products with your own to
make more sales.
How? As an added bonus.
I don’t know what you’re like when it comes to buying products online, but when the
owner piles on a long list of bonus items it does make the main offer more inviting.
How do you do it?
Well, we’ve got a couple of routes that you can go down.
-

You can contact writers who are already giving their content away on free
ebook sites like www.free-ebooks.net/ and ask if they would be willing to
allow you to give a free copy to your customers. - I once asked Joe Vitale if it
was OK to give a copy of one of his books to my customers. He not only did,
but gave me the updated version of it. So never be afraid of asking.

-

You could use content that’s already written on article directories like
https://ezinearticles.com and repackage the best of it into your own PDF.
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-

You could browse sites like www.Download.com or www.ListOfFreeware.com
for free software that would complement your offer. Either as a PDF with links,
or as a direct download from your own site.

Your Action Plan
Depending on which route you want to go down, what you can do next may vary. But
there are some things you need to keep in mind....
-

The quality has to be good.
The owner has to get full credit for the work they’ve created.

Speaking from my own experience, there’s nothing worse than having someone
steal your content and even worse putting their own PayPal button it. - Those folks
I’d like to drag down a dark alleyway with a baseball bat in hand.
What we’re going to do is give full credit and make it a win-win for everyone.

Your first port of call, if you want to give away PDF types of bonuses with your main
offer, would be to use a site like EzineArticles.com.
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There you’ll find lot’s on content that’s free to use (giving the author credit of course)
that you can combine and repackage to suit your needs.
How much you want to combine is totally up to you.
You could create a one page PDF document from one well-written article, to an even
longer one combining ten articles or even more on a general theme. All of which
complement your main offer.

What I Would Do
Again, this was something I used to bulk up a product I was selling in the past.
Long before I got started on the path I’m on right now with WriteCome.com, I like
many, jumped from one online business type to another.
One of those was selling a public domain book on breathing techniques.
I’ll be the first to admit, I knew very little about breathing techniques back then. Still
don’t as a matter of fact, but I knew that a book that came from the public domain
wasn’t quite unique enough.
And with me charging $17 for it, well I knew I had to make it something that couldn’t
be bought anywhere else.
I needed to make it more of a package.
The thing that made the offer unique was the fact that I was giving away a free copy
of subliminal software with each copy. - If you don’t know, that’s software that flashes
positive messages on your screen for a fraction of a second, over and over again.
Do a Google search at the time and you’d find that that type of software would set
you back at least sixty bucks if not more.
The one I was giving away, was one I found on Download.com that was totally free
with no restrictions. (You can still find it if you search for ‘Subliminal Blaster’ on that
site.)
I don’t know about you, but the fact that you could get a free piece of software and a
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book on breathing techniques for $17 seemed like a bargain. - Even if it was a public
domain book.
And it sold that way too. : )
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This idea is a little bit of a grey area, and I know if any software creators come upon
this report I’ll probably get a shed load of hate mail, but here goes.
So what is this idea?
It’s using other people’s software to either provide a service, or sell the content you
make to a third party. - Betcha you can see now why the hate mail might come my
way, right? :)
The first time I came upon this idea was back a few years ago, when Google had
less sense and you could spam the internet with content to get backlinks to your site.
- All in the hope of driving it to position one in the search results.
At the time there was a piece of software called SENuke.
Now, what SENuke did was take one piece of content, spin it into hundreds of clone
copies (each a little different from the others) and send that content out across the
web. Then what it would do, almost spider like, was link each piece back to each
other so they all formed a huge pyramid type web, with the original piece of content
at the top.
Confused? Don’t worry. All you need to know is that it did the job.
But there were two problems with the software. It was expensive, and there was a
huge learning curve to get the hang of it.
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I wouldn’t call myself a slouch, and I’ll stick with something until I get the hang of it,
(but like the expensive camera with the huge manual), I gave up at the sheer
learning I’d need to do.
Then some week’s passed, and I came across someone on Fiverr that was providing
the software as a service. And for ten, maybe twenty bucks, he’d take all my
headaches away and do the job for me with the software instead.
I don’t know about you, but given a choice between the two which would you go for?
Buying the software yourself, or giving it to someone who knew what they were
doing? - And, probably do a better job than you ever could : )
Five minutes later, he had my order.
A little bit of a grey area, but I still see people openly offering that service on Fiverr.

Your Action Plan
Before I start, this is a buyer beware warning. I don’t want anyone to think I’m giving
them full and legal use to do whatever you want to do. Pay close attention to the
terms and conditions to any paid products. Like you, I don’t want to see my butt
being dragged into court any time soon. :)
With that out of the way, there’s probably nothing stopping you going to a site like
https://listoffreeware.com/ picking up a collection of related free software and offering
your services with it.
For example, there’s nothing wrong with offering a paid file conversion service,
where you convert images from differing formats, like PNG to PDF, PSD to Vector
graphics, or different video types to MP4, using software you downloaded for free. Again, without breaking terms and conditions.
You could also, as I did in the past, look for software that can create content for low
content book creators to buy.
Whether that’s word search puzzles, sudoku puzzle generators, or as I’ve done
using my Super Simple Colouring Books, picture fonts that can be found all over the
web for free.
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You could, before selling said content, dress it up with unique images, create holiday
themes, or offer it in different formats so that your content doesn’t look like anyone
elses and has your unique stamp on it.

What I Would Do?
Like I said before, I’m not giving anyone permission to do what they want to. Respect
other people’s sites and software. And if you’re not sure, simply ask.
In my own case, I’ve used this technique multiple times to create packages. I’m not
going to name the software I’ve used. Both to protect myself, and well, I have to
keep some secrets to myself. :)
But if I was looking to create a keyword package on a particular topic.
I could go to a site like www.AnswerThePublic.com and put my main keyword (right
now, everyone’s talking about coronavirus so I’d use that) and see what questions
people were asking on that topic. Once that was done I could download the list of
questions as a CSV file.
Tidy that up, and that’s product one. - That’s a blog topic idea generator file for
bloggers.
For my next step, I could do some keyword research, either with my own keyword
tool, or a Chrome plugin like Seo Stack , and build a huge exhaustive list of
coronavirus keywords.
Next, I could use my Keywords Everywhere tool. Find the monthly search volume,
and related keywords for each term, and put them all in a CSV file. - That’s product
two.
Next I could use a site like http://sonar-tool.com/ and find what physical products are
selling on Amazon for the keyword ‘coronavirus’ and then list them all as possible
products that affiliates could use to monetize the content. - That’s product three.
So you see, going from nothing and using other people’s tools, I’ve created a
package of products that I can either sell to my own followers, or take to WarriorPlus
and sell over there.
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Is it impossible to do?
Is anyone ever going to know where you got all your data from? - Nope.
Can anyone do this?
Of course. But not everyone has the knowledge you have, or time to do all of that
work themselves. And you riding in on your white horse with a ready made research
package is the ideal item for those people.
And all from using other people’s products.
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Now that title might make you think that I want you to clone a piece of software and
claim that it’s yours, I’m not.
No, what I’m talking about is copying the functions that a piece of software does.
For example, if there’s an expensive piece of software that automates multiple social
media accounts, could you go off and find a cheaper alternative and make money
from doing it?
Or like the SENuke example before, find an easier option that anyone could
understand and be able to run from day one and not need a PhD to understand.
What might surprise you is that there are a lot of free alternatives to paid software.
You usually don’t hear about them because marketers and affiliates don’t make
money advertising them. - And who can blame them, we’ve all got bills that need to
be paid.
You’ll also find that free software doesn’t give you as many options as paid ones, but
sometimes it’s easy to combine two or three of these together to give you all the
same functions.
I may have lost some of you at this point, and you’re wondering why you should go
chasing off after free software?
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Well, like I revealed earlier in this report, there’s nothing stopping you from creating
lists, or training courses that people would gladly pay you for.
How do I know?
Because I’ve done it myself and been paid handsomely for doing it.

Your Action Plan
Like I wrote before, if you can leverage someone else’s effort, use it.
So your best option for finding free software, or even lower cost software, is to use
sites like ListOfFreeware.com or Download.com and use their research to find the
software you need.
If that doesn’t work,another route you can use is sites like https://alternativeto.net/ to
find related software to the one you’re looking for. - You can toggle the search
options to freeware to find free options.

If that doesn’t work, Google can also be your best friend. You can do a search using
words like ‘alternative to’ or ‘similar to’ to see if anyone else has done that research
for you.
And finally, the site https://www.similarweb.com/ allows you to do searches on
websites to find their competitors. Which can also help you uncover more gems you
didn’t know existed online.
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Then it’s up to you to make your product.

What I Would Do
If you’ve been around me for long, you’ll know that I usually always created products
based around free software. Two of these were the ‘Children’s Picture Book’ course,
and ‘Author Social Media Automation.’
In the first, I purchased a piece of software (can’t honestly remember the name...it’s
been so long ago) that allowed you to create images by working with characters and
backgrounds and then layering them up to make a finished picture.
After using it for only a few minutes, I realized that it was very similar to a free
alternative….Canva.
In the second example, I knew if authors were anything like I was they wanted the
ability to get more content out on social media, but they didn’t know how to do it, or
they didn't have the funds.
Looking for a free alternative that anyone could use, led me to https://ifttt.com/ . A
wonderful website that allows you to link all your social media platforms together for
free, and does it all on autopilot.
Who wouldn’t want that right?
A few videos later, and that course was up and for sale.
Nothing complicated, and all from either knowing where to look, or going to Google
and wearing down some digital shoe leather.
Easy, right? And something you’re well able to do.
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And Finally...
Is all the above too difficult to do, or beyond you? It’s not.
I’m sure by now you’re either nodding your head in agreement, or slapping your
forehead Homer Simpson style at why you haven’t done all this before.
But there’s probably a good reason for that.
Most of us, like I used to, think that you have to have great knowledge or be an
expert if you want to create your own money making product….you don’t.
It’s all out there waiting for you to either….switch on some screen capture
software….or…...put it all together nice and neat in a document.
That’s it.
You still might have some doubts that because something’s free, or anyone else can
find it online themselves, that it’s not right to collect money for it…..it is.
If you can help people save money, be more productive, or finally understand a
process, then you deserve to be paid for that service.
For those of you that really get that, this report may be the best investment you ever
made.
For those of you that don’t, there will be a time in the future where you’ll remember
that point and wish you’d learned it sooner.
I know it took me the longest time to overcome my ‘I haven’t anything to give’ lie I’d
been telling myself. Or the ‘I’m not an expert, no one will buy anything I make.’
That’s a lie you’re telling yourself.
And in times like these, that’s a lie that’s costing you another income you could be
creating for yourself and your family right now.
And for those of you looking for permission from some nameless, faceless
person/group you’ve conjured up in your head, I’m giving it to you right now.
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You’re good enough….. And right now you …’know’….enough…...it’s up to you to go
make it.
There are people out there who are being ripped off, misled, and duped into thinking
there’s only an expensive way of doing things.
And that’s going to continue to happen because you’re staying small.
That greatest thing you can ever hear is that you’ve made a difference in someone’s
life.
Go out there and make a difference.

Barry J McDonald
www.WriteCome.com
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